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Hybrid modelling and control of obstacle-aided
snake robot locomotion
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and Jan Tommy Gravdahl, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—A snake can traverse cluttered and irregular envi-
ronments by using irregularities around its body as push-points to
aid the propulsion. This characteristic feature of biological snake
locomotion, denoted obstacle-aided locomotion, is investigated
for snake robot locomotion purposes in this paper. The paper
presents a hybrid model of the dynamics of a planar snake
robot interacting with obstacles in its environment. Obstacle
contact forces are calculated by formulating and solving a linear
complementarity problem (LCP). The existence and uniqueness
properties of the state evolution of the hybrid model are in-
vestigated. The paper also presents a hybrid control strategy
employing measured contact forces to maintain propulsion while
simultaneously preventing the snake robot from being jammed
between obstacles in its path. The simulation results validate the
hybrid modelling approach and the effectiveness of the proposed
control strategy.
Index Terms—Hybrid model, Linear complementarity prob-
lem, Underactuated Robots, Force and Tactile Sensing, Contact
Modelling.
I. INTRODUCTION
INSPIRED by biological snake locomotion, snake robotscarry the potential of meeting the growing need for robotic
mobility in unknown and challenging environments. These
mechanisms typically consist of serially connected joint mod-
ules capable of bending in one or more planes. The many
degrees of freedom of snake robots make them difficult to
control, but provide traversability in irregular environments
that surpasses the mobility of the more conventional wheeled,
tracked and legged forms of robotic mobility.
A unique feature of snake robot locomotion compared to
other forms of robotic mobility is that irregularities on the
ground are actually beneficial for the propulsion since they
provide push-points for the robot. While obstacle avoidance
is important for wheeled, tracked and legged robots, the goal
of snake locomotion is rather obstacle exploitation. The term
obstacle-aided locomotion was introduced by Transeth et al.
[1] and captures the essence of this concept.
One of the earliest analytical studies of snake locomotion
was given by Gray [2], who investigated the contact forces
between a three-linked snake robot and a set of obstacles.
Gray concluded that forward motion of a planar snake requires
the existence of external forces acting in the normal direction
of the snake body. Hirose [3] studied biological snakes and
modelled the snake body as a continuous curve that could not
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move sideways (no-slip conditions). A well-known result by
Hirose is the formulation of the serpenoid curve, which is a
mathematical description of lateral undulation (this is the most
common form of snake locomotion). Hirose also proposed a
strategy for lateral inhibition that modifies the shape of a
snake robot based on contact force sensing along the snake
body in order to avoid obstacles. Another interesting study of
snake locomotion is given in [4], which studies the motion of
biological snakes as they interact with pegs in order to push
themselves forward.
Several mathematical models of snake robot dynamics have
been proposed. Some models [5]–[9] assume that the body
of the snake robot cannot move sideways (no-slip conditions
achieved by e.g. mounting passive wheels along the snake
body). Such conditions are advantageous for realizing lateral
undulation on a flat surface. Other models [10]–[14] allow
sideways motion of the snake body, but assume that the
ground friction normal to the body is higher than the friction
tangential to the body. Such conditions are also advantageous
for realizing lateral undulation on a flat surface since this
gives the snake the tendency to glide forward rather than slip
sideways.
The works in [1], [15], [16] present, to the authors’ best
knowledge, the only known models of snake robot dynamics
that also include obstacle contact forces. In [15], a dynamic
simulation software called WorkingModel is used to simulate a
planar snake robot interacting with circular obstacles. Contact
forces are calculated from a spring-damper approximation. A
similar approach is employed in [16], where the simulation
software Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) is used to model
a snake robot interacting with various forms of obstacles.
Neither [15] nor [16] present the equations of motion of the
snake robot in an analytical form due to the use of general-
purpose simulation software. The work in [1] employs the
framework of nonsmooth dynamics to formulate a nonsmooth
(hybrid) model of a snake robot interacting with obstacles. A
timestepping method is used to simulate the hybrid dynamics
of the robot. Timestepping methods discretize the system
equations with a time step determined by a fixed error criterion
and approximate trajectories of the hybrid system without
tracking events (i.e. obstacle impacts). The resulting form of
the model is therefore suitable for simulation purposes, but
not for analysis and control design.
The majority of previous research on control of snake robots
has focused on flat surface motion with preprogrammed mo-
tion patterns aimed at resembling gaits displayed by biological
snakes. The works in [3], [15], [17] present, to the authors’
best knowledge, the only known control strategies related to
obstacle-aided snake locomotion (i.e. where the surface is no
longer assumed to be flat). Along with these works, we should
also mention the work in [18], which analyses how obstacles
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around a snake robot affect its degrees of freedom. The work in
[3] was described above. The work in [15] proposes an inverse
dynamics approach by formulating and numerically solving an
optimization problem in order to, for a given set of obstacle
contacts, calculate the contact forces required to propel the
snake in a desired direction. A strategy for calculating the
actual torque inputs to the joints from the desired contacts was,
however, not presented. A kinematic approach is proposed in
[17], where a curve fitting procedure is used to determine the
shape of the snake with respect to the obstacles. Subsequently,
this shape is propagated backwards along the snake body under
the assumption that this will push the robot forward.
A long-term goal of the work presented in this paper is
to synthesize model-based controllers for obstacle-aided lo-
comotion with provable stability properties. To facilitate such
developments, the underlying mathematical model should have
a simple and analytical form. As a step in this direction, this
paper provides two main contributions. The first contribution is
the development of a hybrid model of the dynamics of a planar
snake robot interacting with obstacles in its environment. In
contrast to the hybrid model presented in [1], which is based
on a timestepping method that approximates trajectories of
the hybrid system without tracking events, the hybrid model
presented in this paper is based on event-tracking [19], where
discrete events are tracked. The authors believe the model
formulation with this approach is better suited for analysis
and synthesis of model-based controllers. We model obstacle
interaction by introducing a unilateral velocity constraint on
each contacted link of the snake robot. This is a novel ap-
proach since conventional models of mechanical systems with
unilateral constraints calculate constraint forces with respect to
the normal direction of the obstacles [20]. With the approach
described in this paper, the shape of the obstacles does not have
to be considered explicitly as we instead calculate constraint
forces with respect to the normal direction of the contacted
links. This simplifies the equations of motion. As an extension
to our preliminary work in [21], we show how the equations
governing the obstacle contact forces on the snake robot can
be formulated as a linear complementarity problem (LCP).
This enables us to apply existing general results concerning
existence and uniqueness of solutions to LCPs [22] to the
model of the snake robot.
The second contribution of this paper is a hybrid controller
for obstacle-aided locomotion aimed at resolving situations
where the snake robot is jammed between obstacles. The
concept of detecting and resolving snake robot jams has, to
the authors’ best knowledge, not been treated in previous
literature, but is a genuine challenge during snake robot
locomotion in cluttered environments. To our knowledge,
this is the first published control strategy for a snake robot
involving feedback and explicit use of measured contact forces
to achieve propulsion. Note that the work in [3] also considers
snake locomotion based on measured contact forces. However,
the contact forces in [3] are employed to avoid obstacles,
whereas the contact forces in this paper are employed to
push the snake robot forward. The hybrid controller proposed
in this paper is an extension of preliminary work by the
authors in [21], where the hybrid nature of the controller
was not explicitly considered. The paper presents simulation
results that validate the hybrid modelling approach and the
effectiveness of the proposed hybrid control strategy.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
essential background material regarding hybrid modelling and
control. Section III gives an overview of the main results of the
paper. Section IV presents a 2D model of a snake robot without
obstacle contact forces. Section V extends the 2D model in
order to include obstacle contact forces. Section VI formulates
the 2D model with obstacles as a hybrid dynamical system.
Section VII presents the hybrid control strategy for the snake
robot. Section VIII presents simulation results, and Section IX
presents concluding remarks.
II. BACKGROUND MATERIAL
This section presents the framework employed in order to
formulate the hybrid model of the snake robot in Section VI
and the hybrid controller in Section VII. This section also
presents the linear complementarity problem, which is central
in the modelling of obstacle contact forces in Section V.
A. Modelling of hybrid dynamical systems
A hybrid dynamical system is a dynamical system that
exhibits both continuous and discontinuous state evolution. A
snake robot interacting with obstacles is a hybrid system since
the impacts between the snake and the obstacles represent
discrete events.
Several modelling frameworks for hybrid systems exist
[19]. In this work, we have chosen to employ the modelling
framework described in [23] since this framework captures
a wide variety of hybrid phenomena, and it also facilitates
stability analysis of hybrid systems.
In accordance with [23], a hybrid system has a state vector
x ∈ Rn that can both flow (evolve continuously) and jump
(evolve discontinuously). The data that determine the evolution
of x is given by the four elements (C,F,D,G), where C
denotes the flow set, F denotes the flow map, D denotes
the jump set, and G denotes the jump map of the hybrid
system. Whenever the state x belongs to the flow set, it
flows (or evolves continuously) according to F . During flows,
the system acts as an ordinary continuous dynamical system.
However, when x belongs to the jump set, it generally jumps
according to G to a new value x+ (superscript + and − denote
‘the next value’ and ‘the previous value’, respectively). Hence,
the general form of a hybrid dynamical system is given by
x˙ = F (x, u) for all x ∈ C
x+ = G (x) for all x ∈ D (1)
where we have also included a control input, u ∈ Rr.
Existence and uniqueness of solutions is a very important
issue when modelling hybrid systems. From a given initial
state, x0, a hybrid system may have a single solution, several
solutions, or no solution at all. For a general hybrid system,
there are no easily verifiable necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for existence and uniqueness of solutions. However, such
conditions exist for special classes of hybrid systems, such as
for complementarity systems (see Section II-C).
A hybrid system is simulated by letting the state vector, x,
flow according to the flow map, F (x, u), as long as x ∈ C.
Whenever x ∈ D, a jump in the state vector, x+, is calculated
according to the jump map, G (x), and the simulation of
the flow map is restarted from the new initial value, x+.
This approach for simulating hybrid systems is called event-
tracking [19] since the discrete events of the model are tracked.
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B. Hybrid controllers for hybrid systems
Hereafter, we denote the system being controlled as the
plant. If the controller that generates the control input, u, for
the plant in (1) consists of an algorithm with discrete-valued
states, then we denote this a hybrid controller [23]. A hybrid
controller is a hybrid system with state η ∈ Rp (which can
contain e.g. logic states, timers, and counters) that evolves as
a function of both the controller state, η, and the plant state,
x. The control input is generally calculated according to a
function u = κ (x, η). Sometimes hybrid controllers are used
to control plants that are continuous-time systems (see e.g.
examples in [23]). In this paper, however, we will consider a
hybrid controller for a hybrid plant.
C. Complementarity systems
A hybrid system is called a complementarity system if the
flow of the system states is constrained by a set of complemen-
tarity conditions [19]. A complementarity condition between
two scalar variables requires that both variables are nonneg-
ative and that their product is always zero, i.e. one variable
is always zero. In mathematical terms, the complementarity
condition between two scalar variables x and y can be written
x ≥ 0 ∧ y ≥ 0 ∧ xy = 0. Two vectors x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rm
are said to be complementary if, for all i, the pair of variables
(xi, yi) is subject to a complementarity condition. We will
see in Section V that we can formulate complementarity
conditions for the links of the snake robot that are in contact
with an obstacle.
The constraint equations of a complementarity system can
often be formulated as a linear complementarity problem
(LCP). A LCP asks whether there exist two complementary
vectors x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rm such that
y = a+Ax
x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, xT y = 0 (2)
for a given vector a ∈ Rm and a matrix A ∈ Rm×m. The
constraint equations of the snake robot are given in this form
in Section V. The following result is proved in [22]:
Theorem 1: The LCP in (2) is uniquely solvable for all data
vectors a if and only if A is a P -matrix.
A P -matrix is a matrix whose principal minors are all
positive. A principal minor of the matrix A is the determinant
of a square submatrix of A consisting of the same set of rows
and columns. A real symmetrical matrix is a P-matrix if and
only if it is positive definite. For a real symmetrical matrix,
one can therefore apply the standard criteria for positive
definiteness in order to check if the matrix is a P -matrix. If
the matrix is not symmetrical, one can e.g. apply the recursive
algorithm in [24], which is O (2m), in order to check if the
matrix is a P -matrix.
Several algorithms exist for solving the LCP in (2). A
famous approach is the so-called Lemke’s algorithm [22],
which basically uses trial and error to find the non-zero
elements of x and y, but with clever rules for changing the
non-zero elements between trials.
III. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS
In order to increase the readability of this paper, this section
provides an overview of the main results.
• Using the notation and symbols presented in Section
IV-A and Section IV-B, and the Coulomb ground friction
model presented in Section IV-C, the dynamics of a snake
robot moving on a horizontal surface without obstacles is
described by (28).
• Under Assumption 3 - Assumption 10 presented in Sec-
tion V-A, the motion of the snake robot is constrained
according to the velocity constraints in (38) when one or
several snake robot links are in contact with obstacles.
• At time instants where the set of links in contact with ob-
stacles is unchanged, the resulting constrained dynamics
of the snake robot is described by (47) when the obstacles
are frictionless, and by (52) when obstacle friction is
present. Calculation of the constrained dynamics without
obstacle friction requires us to solve the LCP in (48).
By Proposition 16, this LCP always possesses a unique
solution. Calculation of the constrained dynamics with
obstacle friction requires us to solve the LCP in (53).
By Proposition 18, there always exists a non-zero scalar
µ∗o > 0 such that this LCP possesses a unique solu-
tion when the obstacle friction coefficient, µo, satisifes
µo < µ
∗
o. We are unable to derive an analytical expression
for µ∗o.
• At time instants where the set of links in contact with
obstacles changes, the dynamics of the snake robot is
described by (55), which requires us to solve the LCP
in (58). By Proposition 21, this LCP always possesses a
unique solution.
• The complete constrained dynamics of the snake robot is
captured by the hybrid model formulated in (70).
• A hybrid controller for obstacle-aided locomotion is
proposed in (92).
• The complete closed-loop system (hybrid plant and hybrid
controller) is formulated in Section VII-G.
IV. MODEL OF A SNAKE ROBOT WITHOUT OBSTACLES
This section presents a continuous 2D model of the dynam-
ics of a snake robot moving on a flat surface without obstacles.
The model is based on [10], but whereas nonuniform ground
friction was assumed in [10], we here employ a uniform
ground friction model. The model is furthermore extended to
include obstacle contact forces in Section V and subsequently
fitted within the framework of a hybrid dynamical system in
Section VI.
A. Notation and defined symbols
The snake robot consists of n links of length 2l intercon-
nected by n−1 joints. All n links have the same mass m and
moment of intertia J = 13ml
2. The total mass of the robot is
thus nm. The mass of each link is uniformly distributed so that
the link CM (center of mass) is located at its center point (at
length l from the joint at each side). The mathematical symbols
defined in order to represent the kinematics and dynamics of
the snake robot are described in Table I and illustrated in Fig.
1 and Fig. 2.
Vectors are either expressed in the global coordinate system
or in the local coordinate system of link i. This is indicated
by superscript global or Li, respectively. If otherwise is not
specified, a vector with no superscript is expressed in the
global coordinate system.
The following vectors and matrices are used in the
subsequent sections:
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Fig. 1. Kinematic parameters for the snake robot.
Fig. 2. Forces and torques acting on each link of the snake robot.
A =
1 1. .. .
1 1
, D =
1 −1. .. .
1 −1

where A ∈ R(n−1)×n and D ∈ R(n−1)×n. Furthermore,
e =
[
1 . . 1
]T ∈ Rn, E = [ e 0n×10n×1 e
]
∈ R2n×2,
sin θ=
[
sin θ1 .. sin θn
]
T∈Rn, Sθ = diag(sin θ) ∈ Rn×n,
cos θ=
[
cos θ1 .. cos θn
]
T∈Rn, Cθ = diag(cos θ)∈ Rn×n,
sgn θ=
[
sgn θ1 .. sgn θn
]
T∈Rn, θ˙2 = [θ21 · · · θ2n]T ∈Rn.
Symbol Description Associated
vector
n Number of links.
l Half the length of a link.
m Mass of a link.
J Moment of inertia of a link.
θi Angle between link i and global x axis. θ ∈ Rn
φi Angle of joint i. φ ∈ Rn−1
(xi, yi) Global coordinates of CM of link i. x, y ∈ Rn
(px, py) Global coordinates of the CM of the
snake robot.
p ∈ R2
ui Actuator torque exerted on link i from
link i+ 1.
u ∈ Rn−1
ui−1 Actuator torque exerted on link i from
link i− 1.
u ∈ Rn−1
fR,x,i Friction force on link i in x direction. fR,x ∈ Rn
fR,y,i Friction force on link i in y direction. fR,y ∈ Rn
τR,i Friction torque about CM of link i. τR ∈ Rn
hx,i Joint constraint force in x direction on
link i from link i+ 1.
hx ∈ Rn−1
hy,i Joint constraint force in y direction on
link i from link i+ 1.
hy ∈ Rn−1
hx,i−1 Joint constraint force in x direction on
link i from link i− 1.
hx ∈ Rn−1
hy,i−1 Joint constraint force in y direction on
link i from link i− 1.
hy ∈ Rn−1
TABLE I
DEFINED MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS.
Note that sgn (·) is the sign operator, while the operator
diag (·) produces a diagonal matrix with the elements of its
argument along its diagonal. Note also that sgn (·), sin (·),
and cos (·) are vector operators when their argument is a
vector and scalar operators when their argument is a scalar
value. As shown in Table I, we will use subscript i to denote
element i of a vector. When parameters of the links of the
snake robot are assembled into a vector, we associate element
i of this vector with link i. For example, the absolute link
angles of the snake robot are assembled into the vector
θ =
[
θ1 · · · θn
]T ∈Rn, where θ1 and θn are the angles
of the first and last link, respectively.
B. Kinematics of the snake robot
The snake robot moves in the horizontal plane and has n+2
degrees of freedom. The absolute angle θi of link i (i.e. the
orientation of link i) is expressed with respect to the global x
axis with counterclockwise positive direction. As seen in Fig.
1, the relative angle between link i and link i+1 (i.e. the joint
angle of joint i) is given by
φi = θi − θi+1 (3)
Remark 2: Note the distinction between link angles and
joint angles. A link angle is the orientation of a link with
respect to the global x axis, while a joint angle is the difference
between the angles of two neighbouring links.
The local coordinate system of each link is fixed in the CM
of the link with x (tangential) and y (normal) axis oriented
such that they are aligned with the global x and y axis,
respectively, when the link angle is zero. The rotation matrix
from the global frame to the frame of link i is given by
RglobalLi =
[
cos θi − sin θi
sin θi cos θi
]
(4)
The position p of the CM (center of mass) of the robot is
given by
p =
[
px
py
]
=

1
nm
n∑
i=1
mxi
1
nm
n∑
i=1
myi
 = 1n
[
eTx
eT y
]
(5)
The position of the individual links may be expressed as a
function of the CM position and the link angles of the robot
by noting that the links are constrained by the joints according
to
Dx+ lA cos θ = 0, Dy + lA sin θ = 0 (6)
Combining (5) and (6) into
Tx=
[−lA cos θ
px
]
, T y=
[−lA sin θ
py
]
, T =
[
D
1
ne
T
]
(7)
enables us to solve (7) for x and y. This gives
x = T−1
[−lA cos θ
px
]
=−lNT cos θ + epx
y = T−1
[−lA sin θ
py
]
= −lNT sin θ + epy
(8)
where N = AT
(
DDT
)−1
D ∈ Rn×n and DDT is nonsin-
gular and thereby invertible. The linear velocities of the links
are found by differentiating (8). This gives
x˙ = lNTSθ θ˙ + ep˙x, y˙ = −lNTCθ θ˙ + ep˙y (9)
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C. Coulomb friction model
A Coulomb friction model is employed to model the ground
friction forces. Each link is subjected to a ground friction force
acting on the CM of the link and also a friction torque acting
about the link CM. We define the friction force on link i as
fR,i =
{ −µmg vi|vi| , |vi| > 0
02×1 |vi| = 0 (10)
where µ ∈ [0, 1] is the Coulomb friction coefficient, g is the
gravitational acceleration constant, and vi = (x˙i, y˙i) is the
velocity of link i. We now define the scalar value v̂i ∈ R
given by
v̂i =
{
1
|vi| , |vi| > 0
0 |vi| = 0 (11)
and also the diagonal matrix Γ = diag (v̂1, v̂2, · · · , v̂n) ∈
Rn×n. This enables us to express the friction force on all
links in matrix form as
fR=
[
fR,x
fR,y
]
=−µmg
[
Γx˙
Γy˙
]
∈ R2n (12)
The friction torque about the CM of link i is a result of
friction forces acting normal to the link during link rotation.
The direction of the velocity of a point along the link with
respect to the ground is actually also dependent on the
translational velocity of the link. However, in order to simplify
the friction model, the friction torque is modelled based on
the link rotation only. The friction force dfi on an infinitesimal
mass element dm of link i due to the link rotation θ˙i produces
a friction torque dτR,i about the CM of the link given by
dτR,i = sdfi = s
(
−µg · sgn
(
sθ˙i
)
· dm
)
(13)
where s is the distance from the CM of link i to the mass
element dm. Using the relation dm = m2lds, we may write the
total friction torque on link i as
τR,i =
l∫
−l
dτR,i = −12µmgl · sgn
(
θ˙i
)
(14)
The global frame friction torque on all links may be expressed
in matrix form as
τR = −12µmgl · sgn
(
θ˙
)
∈ Rn (15)
D. Equations of motion
This section presents the equations of motion of the snake
robot in terms of the acceleration of the link angles, θ¨, and the
acceleration of the CM of the snake robot, p¨. The configuration
of the snake robot is given by q = (θ, p) ∈ Rn+2 and describes
all n+ 2 DOFs of the snake robot.
The forces and torques acting on link i are visualized in
Fig. 2. The force balance for link i in global frame coordinates
is given by
mx¨i = fR,x,i + hx,i − hx,i−1
my¨i = fR,y,i + hy,i − hy,i−1 (16)
The force balance equations for all links may be expressed in
matrix form as
mx¨ = fR,x +DThx, my¨ = fR,y +DThy (17)
The link accelerations may also be expressed by differentiating
(6) twice with respect to time. This gives
Dx¨ = lA
(
Cθ θ˙
2 + Sθ θ¨
)
, Dy¨ = lA
(
Sθ θ˙
2 − Cθ θ¨
)
(18)
where the square operator of θ˙2 means that each element of θ˙
is squared (θ˙2 = diag(θ˙)θ˙). We obtain the CM acceleration by
differentiating (5) twice with respect to time, inserting (17),
and noting that the joint constraint forces, hx and hy , are
eliminated when the link accelerations are summed. This gives[
p¨x
p¨y
]
=
1
n
[
eT x¨
eT y¨
]
=
1
nm
[
eT 01×n
01×n eT
]
fR (19)
This equation simply states, as would be expected, that the
acceleration of the CM of a snake robot equals the sum of the
external forces acting on the robot divided by its mass.
The torque balance for link i is given by
Jθ¨i = ui − ui−1 + τR,i
−l sin θi(hx,i + hx,i−1) + l cos θi(hy,i + hy,i−1) (20)
Hence, the torque balance equations for all links may be
expressed in matrix form as
Jθ¨ = DTu+ τR − lSθAThx + lCθAThy (21)
What now remains is to remove the joint constraint forces
from (21). Premultiplying (17) by D, solving for hx and hy ,
and also inserting (18), gives
hx =
(
DDT
)−1 (
mlA
(
Cθ θ˙
2 + Sθ θ¨
)
−DfR,x
)
hy =
(
DDT
)−1 (
mlA
(
Sθ θ˙
2 − Cθ θ¨
)
−DfR,y
) (22)
Inserting into (21) and solving for θ¨ finally gives
Mθ θ¨ = Wθ˙2 + lSθNfR,x − lCθNfR,y + τR +DTu (23)
where
Mθ = JIn×n +ml2SθV Sθ +ml2CθV Cθ (24)
W = ml2CθV Sθ −ml2SθV Cθ (25)
N = AT
(
DDT
)−1
D (26)
V = AT
(
DDT
)−1
A (27)
The equations describing the unconstrained dynamics (i.e.
dynamics without obstacles) are in other words given by (19)
and (23). These equations may be combined into
M (q) q¨ = fu (q, q˙, u) (28)
where subscript ‘u’ denotes unconstrained and
q =
[
θ
p
]
∈ Rn+2
M (q) =
 Mθ 0n×1 0n×101×n nm 0
01×n 0 nm
 ∈ R(n+2)×(n+2)
fu(q, q˙, u)=
lSθN −lCθNeT 01×n
01×n eT
fR+
Wθ˙2+τR+DTu0
0

(29)
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Fig. 3. The obstacle contact force on link i consisting of the normal direction
constraint force, fc,i, and the tangential direction friction force, fµ,i.
V. MODELLING OF OBSTACLE CONTACT FORCES
This section extends the model from Section IV in order to
include contact forces from external obstacles in the environ-
ment around the snake robot. The contact model is based on
several simplifying assumptions for control design purposes.
A. Overview of the contact modelling approach
The planar environment of the snake robot consists of an
arbitrary number of external obstacles with circular shape. We
consider circular obstacles to simplify the process of detecting
overlap between a link and an obstacle, as described in Section
V-B. The friction coefficient between the snake robot and any
obstacle is µo. Furthermore, the shortest distance between the
edges of any two obstacles is greater than the link length 2l.
This assumption prevents contact on both sides of a link.
The interaction between a snake robot link and an obstacle
is modelled by introducing a unilateral velocity constraint for
the link when it comes into contact with an obstacle. The
constraint is unilateral (acts in one lateral direction only) since
the constraint shall allow sideways motion of the link away
from the obstacle, but prevent any sideways motion towards
(and thereby into) the obstacle. Section V-C presents the
equations describing the unilateral constraints for all contacted
links.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the obstacle contact force on link i
consists of two orthogonal components. The first component is
the constraint force, fc,i ∈ R2, acting in the normal direction
of link i and away from the obstacle (parallel to the local y
axis of link i). The second component is the obstacle friction
force, fµ,i ∈ R2, acting in the tangential direction of link i
and in the opposite direction of the tangential link velocity
(parallel to the local x axis of link i).
We assume that the contact force (i.e. the constraint force
and the friction force) acts on the CM of a link only. Further-
more, we disregard any contact torque about the CM of the
link. This simplifies the equations of motion considerably and
does not have any significant influence on the overall motion
of the snake when the length of the links is small.
For a set of links that are already in contact with obstacles,
we will show in Section V-D how the problem of calculating
the resulting obstacle contact forces can be formulated as a
LCP. LCPs were introduced in Section II-C. By solving the
LCP, we calculate the forces on the CM of the contacted links
that are needed to satisfy the unilateral velocity constraints
imposed on each contacted link. These constraint forces are
then added to the equations of motion in (28) in order to
cancel out the applied forces acting against the constraints.
This represents the continuous contact dynamics of the snake
robot.
When a link (that was previously not in contact with an
obstacle) comes into contact with an obstacle, an impact
occurs. We assume all impacts to be completely inelastic,
meaning that the normal direction velocity of the link is
completely absorbed during the impact. Furthermore, we as-
sume all impacts to be instantaneous. During an impact, the
contacted link is subjected to an impulsive constraint force
in the normal direction of the link which instantaneously
changes the normal direction link velocity in order to prevent it
from continuing into the obstacle. This represents the discrete
impact dynamics of the snake robot. The configuration, q,
of the snake robot before and after the impact is assumed
to be unaltered. We also assume that the obstacle friction
forces cannot display impulsive behaviour, which means that
we will disregard obstacle friction forces during an impact.
Similar to the calculation of constraint forces, the problem of
calculating the impulsive contact forces during an impact can
be formulated as a LCP, as shown in Section V-E. It will be
seen in Section VI that an impact triggers a jump in the state
of the hybrid snake robot model.
The above description of the contact force model is now
summarized with the following set of assumptions:
Assumption 3: All obstacles have a circular shape.
Assumption 4: The distance between the edges of any two
obstacles is greater than the link length 2l.
Assumption 5: The friction coefficient between the snake
robot and any obstacle is µo.
Assumption 6: An obstacle contact force acts on the CM
of a link only. The link length is small so that contact torques
about the link CM are negligible.
Assumption 7: Impacts between the snake robot and the
obstacles are completely inelastic.
Assumption 8: All impacts are instantaneous in time and
all impact forces are impulsive.
Assumption 9: During an impact, the configuration of the
snake robot, q = (θ, p), remains unaltered while the velocity,
q˙ =
(
θ˙, p˙
)
, will generally experience a jump.
Assumption 10: Obstacle friction forces are negligible dur-
ing an impact.
Remark 11: The common approach when modelling me-
chanical systems with unilateral constraints is to calculate the
direction of a constraint force with respect to the normal di-
rection of the constraint surface [20], i.e. the normal direction
of the obstacles in this case. With the approach described in
this paper, the shape of the obstacles does not have to be
considered explicitly as we instead calculate the constraint
forces with respect to the normal direction of the contacted
links. This simplifies the equations of motion. Note that these
two approaches produce similar constraint directions when the
end point of a link is not in contact with an obstacle. To verify
this, consider a snake robot link in contact with a circular
obstacle. Since the link is tangent to the obstacle, the normal
direction of the link and the obstacle must be equal. When the
end point of a link, i.e. a joint, is in contact with an obstacle,
however, both links attached to the joint are in contact. The
approach in this paper will then produce a normal constraint
force on both links attached to the joint.
Remark 12: A consequence of modelling obstacle contact
by a unilateral force on the contacted link, is that there is
nothing preventing the foremost link (the head) of the snake
robot from penetrating an obstacle head-on along its tangential
direction. A consequence of Assumption 6 is that a link in
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Fig. 4. The value of the contact parameter of link i is αi = 1 when the
constraint force points along the positive link y axis and αi = −1 when the
constraint force points along the negative link y axis. We set αi = 0 when
there is no contact.
theory can rotate ‘into’ an obstacle while its CM has zero
normal direction velocity. These two consequences are results
of the goal of keeping the mathematical model as simple as
possible, but are not critical in practice. Head-on collisions
with the head of the snake robot can be avoided through the
control strategy of the robot e.g. by assuming that the head
is equipped with distance sensors. Link rotations ‘into’ an
obstacle may only occur to a very small extent during obstacle-
aided locomotion since this is mostly a forward gliding type
of motion.
B. Collision detection
The environment around the snake robot consists of k
circular obstacles indexed by j ∈ {1, · · · , k}. The coordinates
of the center of obstacle j is denoted by
(
xOj , yOj
)
. The set
Oj of points occupied by obstacle j is given by
Oj =
{
(x, y) | (x− xOj)2 + (y − yOj)2 ≤ R2Oj} (30)
where ROj is the radius of obstacle j. The set Li of points
occupied by link i (see Fig. 1) is given by
Li={(x, y) |x=xi+s cos θi, y=yi+s sin θi, s∈ [−l,l]} (31)
A collision between link i of the snake robot and obstacle j
occurs whenever Li ∩Oj 6= ∅, where ∅ denotes an empty set.
There is no collision if Li ∩Oj = ∅.
We now introduce a vector of contact parameters, α ∈ Rn.
The contact parameter of link i, denoted by αi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, is
a discrete state value that determines if the link is in contact
with an obstacle and also on which side of the link there
is contact. As shown in Fig. 4, αi = 1 when the obstacle
constraint force points along the positive link y axis and
αi = −1 when the obstacle constraint force points along the
negative link y axis. We set αi = 0 when link i is not in
contact with an obstacle. Whenever link i impacts an obstacle,
the contact parameter, αi, is updated according to αi = α˜ (i),
where
α˜ (i) = − sgn
(
[0, 1]
(
RglobalLi
)T (
min
j∈{1,···k}
rLi,Oj
))
(32)
and rLi,Oj ∈ R2 is the vector from link i to obstacle j. In (32),
the global frame vector from link i to the closest obstacle is
first found by use of the min operator, which is assumed to find
the vector with the smallest Euclidean norm. Subsequently,
this vector is transformed to the frame of link i using the
rotation matrix RglobalLi . Finally, the y component of this vector
is extracted. The sign of the y component determines on which
side of the link the obstacle is located.
C. Unilateral constraint equations
This section derives the unilateral velocity constraints for
the links of the snake robot that are in contact with an obstacle.
With reference to Fig. 4, the unilateral velocity constraint
imposed on link i during contact with an obstacle may be
compactly expressed as
αivn,i ≥ 0 (33)
where vn,i is the normal direction velocity of link i, i.e. the
velocity of the CM of link i in the direction of the local
link y axis. This constraint prevents sideways link motion
towards (and thereby into) the obstacle. Using (4), the velocity
constraint is given in the global frame as
αi (−x˙i sin θi + y˙i cos θi) ≥ 0 (34)
Hence, the unilateral velocity constraints for all links may be
expressed in matrix form as
diag (α) (−Sθx˙+ Cθy˙) ≥ 0 (35)
where α =
[
α1 · · · αn
]T ∈Rn. By inserting (9) into (35)
and rearranging we get
diag (α)C (q) q˙ ≥ 0 (36)
where C (q) ∈ Rn×(n+2) is given by
C (q) =
[−l (SθNTSθ + CθNTCθ) − sin θ cos θ] (37)
We denote the number of contacted links by m ∈
{0, 1, · · · , n}. In order to easily select the velocity constraints
from (36) that correspond to contacted links, we define a
selection matrix Sc (α) ∈ Rm×n, which simply contains the m
rows from the matrix diag (α) ∈ Rn×n that contain a nonzero
element. This enables us to write the velocity constraints for
all links that are in contact with an obstacle as
C (q, α) q˙ ≥ 0 (38)
where C (q, α) = Sc (α)C (q) ∈ Rm×(n+2).
The calculation of obstacle contact forces in Section V-D
requires the time derivative of the matrix C (q, α), which is
given by
.
C (q,α) = Sc (α)
[
l
(
SθN˜Cθ−CθN˜Sθ
)
−Cθ θ˙ −Sθ θ˙
]
(39)
where N˜ = diag(θ˙)NT−NT diag(θ˙). Note that this derivative
is only valid over intervals where the set of contacted links
remains constant. The derivative of C (q, α) is not defined for
time instants where an element of α is changed.
The following rank property of the constraint matrix C is
important in order to uniquely determine the contact forces
acting on the snake robot (see Section V-D1).
Property 13: The matrix C has full rank (rank
(
C
)
= m)
for all (q, α).
Remark 14: Due to the complexity of the elements in C, it
is difficult to present a purely mathematical proof that Property
13 holds. However, we can argue from a physical perspective
that this property must hold. Assume that rank
(
C
)
< m. This
implies linear dependence between some of the m rows of C,
i.e. there must exist a row of C, denoted Ci, such that
Ci =
∑
j∈{1,··· ,m}\{i}
kjCj (40)
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where kj ∈ R. The scalar Ciq˙ is the magnitude of the normal
direction velocity of link i, denoted by |vn,i|. Multiplying (40)
by q˙ therefore gives
|vn,i| = Ciq˙ =
∑
j∈{1,··· ,m}\{i}
kj |vn,j | (41)
which states that the normal direction velocity of link i can
be written as a linear combination of the normal direction
velocities of all other contacted links of the snake robot. From
a physical perspective, such a dependence could never occur
unless all links are parallell since the couplings between the
link velocities are given in terms of both normal and tangential
link velocities. In particular, (6) implies that the velocity of
link i can be written in terms of the velocities of link i − 1
and link i + 1. Unless link i − 1, i, and i + 1 are parallel,
this is a relationship involving both the normal and tangential
velocities of link i − 1 and link i + 1. This contradicts (41)
since the relationship in (41) only contains normal direction
velocitites. This leaves the case of parallel links (θ1 = θ2 =
· · · = θn) as the only way for (41) to be true. A straightforward
calculation of C in e.g. Matlab Symbolic Toolbox shows that
C always has full rank when the link angles are equal. We
therefore conclude that C never drops rank.
This subsection can be summarized as follows. At any given
time instant the snake robot is in contact with m obstacles.
The interaction between the robot and these m obstacles is
modelled by imposing the unilateral velocity constraints in
(38) on the m contacted links.
D. Continuous contact dynamics
We will now use the unilateral velocity constraints in (38)
to derive the resulting equations of motion of the snake robot.
We assume that the m contact points between the links and
the obstacles have already been established, i.e. we consider
the continuous contact dynamics of the snake robot over a
time interval where the set of contacted links remains constant.
The discrete impact dynamics occurring when a non-contacted
link comes into contact with an obstacle is treated in Section
V-E. We first consider the frictionless case in Section V-D1,
followed by contact forces with friction in Section V-D2.
1) Contact dynamics without obstacle friction: Let us first
assume that the m velocity constraints of the snake robot in
(38) are bilateral, i.e. that they are given by
Cq˙ = 0 (42)
These are called Pfaffian constraints and are modelled by
adding a term to the equations of motion in (28) as follows
[25]:
Mq¨ = fu + C
T
λ (43)
The term C
T
λ ensures compliance with the imposed velocity
constraints, and λ ∈ Rm is a vector of scalars known
as Lagrange multipliers [25]. The Lagrange multipliers are
important because multiplier λj equals the magnitude of
the constraint force that ensures compliance with the jth
constraint [25]. This means that if the jth constraint in (42)
corresponds to the velocity constraint on link i, then λj equals
the magnitude of the constraint force fc,i acting on link i.
We now argue that (43) also represent the equations of
motion of the snake robot when the velocity constraints
are unilateral, as in (38). This is quite obvious since the
influence of a unilateral constraint on the snake robot when
this constraint is active (i.e. when the unilateral constraint
is preventing sideways motion of a link) must necessarily
be identical to the influence that the corresponding bilateral
constraint would have. In other words, the nature of the
constraint (i.e. unilateral or bilateral) is not apparent when the
constraint is active since it is only active in one direction at a
time. The only difference between the bilateral and unilateral
case concerns the calculation of the constraint forces given
by λ. In the bilateral case, one may calculate λ directly by
differentiating (42) with respect to time, inserting (43), and
solving for λ. In the unilateral case, however, the constraint
forces must be calculated so that they comply with the
directional requirements of the constraints, i.e. we require that
λ ≥ 0. This means that the constraint forces can only point
away from the obstacles.
We will now handle this directional requirement by em-
ploying the theory of linear complementarity problems (LCPs)
introduced in Section II-C. This approach is based on the
work in [26]. An important observation is that the normal
direction velocity of a contacted link and the corresponding
constraint force are subjected to a complementarity condition.
If the normal direction velocity is non-zero (i.e. the link
is moving away from the obstacle), then the corresponding
constraint force must be zero. Likewise, the normal direction
velocity must be zero if the corresponding constraint force
is non-zero. This complementarity condition also applies to
the normal direction acceleration of a contacted link and the
corresponding constraint force.
From the above discussion, the equations of motion of
the snake robot that include unilateral constraint forces from
frictionless obstacles are given by
Mq¨ = fu + C
T
λ (44)
Cq˙ ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0, λTCq˙ = 0 (45)
The vector Cq˙ ∈ Rm contains the normal direction velocity of
each contacted link in the direction away from each obstacle.
The normal direction acceleration of each contacted link in
the direction away from each obstacle, denoted by an ∈ Rm,
is given by
an =
d
dt
(
Cq˙
)
= Cq¨ +
.
Cq˙ ≥ 0 (46)
By solving (44) for q¨ and inserting into (46), we finally arrive
at the following model of the continuous contact dynamics of
the snake robot with frictionless obstacles:
Mq¨ = fu + C
T
λ (47)
an = CM−1fu +
.
Cq˙ + CM−1C
T
λ
an ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0, λTan = 0
(48)
Equation (48) is in the form of the general LCP given in (2)
with A = CM−1C
T
and a = CM−1fu +
.
Cq˙. In order to
calculate the dynamics of the snake robot at any given time
instant, this LCP must be solved for the unknowns an and λ
subject to the complementarity conditions. The calculated λ
gives the constraint forces from the obstacles and is plugged
into (47) in order to calculate q¨.
In order to determine the existence and uniqueness prop-
erties of the LCP in (48), we will need the following result,
which is proved in [27] (Proposition 8.1.2, item xiii):
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Proposition 15: Let M ∈ Rn×n be a symmetrical and
positive definite matrix (M > 0), and C ∈ Rm×n be a matrix
of full rank (rank (C) = m). Then CMCT > 0.
We may now state the following result concerning the
existence and uniqueness properties of the LCP in (48):
Proposition 16: The LCP in (48) always possesses a unique
solution (an, λ).
Proof: From Theorem 1, the proof is complete if we
can show that A = CM−1C
T
is a P -matrix. Since C has
full rank (by Property 13) and M = MT > 0 (the inertia
matrix is always symmetrical and positive definite), we have
from Proposition 15 that A = CM−1C
T
> 0. Since A is
symmetrical and positive definite, it must also be a P -matrix.
This completes the proof.
Remark 17: The LCP in (48) can be regarded as the prob-
lem of, at a given time instant, determining which obstacle
contacts that will persist into the next time instant, and which
will not. A link contact will persist onto the next time instant
if the corresponding value of λ is non-zero. If, however, the
value of an for a link contact is non-zero, then the link will
detach from the obstacle.
2) Contact dynamics with obstacle friction: A Coulomb
friction model is employed in order to describe the gliding
friction force between the links and the obstacles. In accor-
dance with Fig. 3, we define the obstacle friction forces on all
the links as
fµ =
[
fµ,x
fµ,y
]
= −µo
[
Cθ
Sθ
]
diag (sgn (vt)) |fc| (49)
where µo ∈ [0, 1] is the Coulomb friction coefficient of the
obstacles, fµ,x ∈ Rn and fµ,y ∈ Rn contain the obstacle
friction forces on the links in the global x and y direction, re-
spectively, |fc| ∈ Rn contains the magnitude of the constraint
force on each link, and vt ∈ Rn contains the tangential link
velocities in the local x direction of each link. The mapping
between the friction forces and the link accelerations, q¨, is
identical to the mapping between ground friction forces, fR,
and q¨ given in (29) since fR and fµ both act on the CM of the
links. By using the easily verifiable relation |fc| = Sc (α)T λ,
where Sc (α) is the selection matrix introduced in (38) and λ
is the vector of Lagrange multipliers introduced in (43), we
may write the link accelerations due to the obstacle friction
forces, temporarily denoted q¨fµ , as
q¨fµ = −µoΛλ (50)
where Λ ∈ R(n+2)×m is given by
Λ(q,q˙,α)=
lSθN −lCθNeT 01×n
01×n eT
[Cθ
Sθ
]
diag(sgn(vt))Sc(α)
T (51)
By adding (50) to the equations of motion in (47) and
following the exact same approach that led to the LCP in
(48), we get the following equations describing the continuous
contact dynamics that include obstacle friction forces:
Mq¨ = fu +
(
C
T − µoΛ
)
λ (52)
an = CM−1fu +
.
Cq˙ + CM−1
(
C
T − µoΛ
)
λ
an ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0, λTan = 0
(53)
We again identify (53) as a LCP of the general form given in
(2) with A = CM−1(C
T − µoΛ) and a = CM−1fu +
.
Cq˙.
When obstacle friction is present, we can no longer guarantee
existence and uniqueness of the solution to the LCP in (53)
since it is no longer evident that the matrix A is a P -matrix
(see Section II-C). This existence and uniqueness issue is a
general and well-known problem for acceleration LCPs that
include Coulomb friction [20], [28]–[31]. Unfortunately, we
are unable to provide an analytical upper bound of µo due
to the complexity of determining if A is a P -matrix (A
is not symmetrical, which complicates the P -matrix check).
However, we can still state the following result:
Proposition 18: For a given (q, q˙, α), there exists a µ∗o > 0
such that the LCP in (53) possesses a unique solution (an, λ)
for µo ∈ [0, µ∗o).
Proof: Recall from Section II-C that
A = CM−1
(
C
T − µoΛ
)
is a P -matrix if all principal
minors of A are positive. We know from Proposition 16
that the LCP in (53) always possesses a unique solution for
µo = 0 since A is a P -matrix in this case. All principal
minors of A must therefore be positive for µo = 0. Assume
now that we increase µo until a principal minor of A becomes
zero, and denote the corresponding value of the friction
coefficient by µ∗o > 0. It is then evident that the P -matrix
property of A must be preserved for µo < µ∗o, i.e. existence
and uniqueness of the solution to the LCP in (53) must hold
for µo < µ∗o. This completes the proof.
Remark 19: During our numerical treatments of the LCP
in (53) so far, we have not yet encountered a single instance
where A has failed to be a P -matrix. The authors therefore
conjecture that µo must have an unrealistically high value in
order for A to no longer be a P -matrix, and that the LCP in
(53) will always be uniquely solvable during our simulations
of the snake robot.
Remark 20: The matrix A being a P -matrix is only a suf-
ficient condition for existence and uniqueness of the solution
to a LCP. The LCP in (53) may therefore possess a unique
solution for a given (q, q˙, α) even if A is not a P -matrix [22].
E. Discrete impact dynamics
An inelastic impact occurs when a link comes into contact
with an obstacle. By Assumption 8, the impact is instantaneous
in time and the resulting impact forces are impulsive, resulting
in a discrete jump in the velocity of the snake robot. We model
the impact as [20]
M
(
q+
)
q˙+ −M (q−) q˙− = Fimpulse (54)
where Fimpulse ∈ Rn+2 denotes the generalized impulsive
impact forces and q−, q˙−, q+, and q˙+ denote the generalized
coordinates and velocities immediately before and after the
impact, respectively. This superscript notation is commonly
used when modelling hybrid systems. By Assumption 9, the
configuration of the snake robot is unaltered during an impact
(q+ = q−). This means that M (q−) = M (q+) = M (q). By
Assumption 10, the impact forces are frictionless. Following
the same argumentation that led to the expression in (47), we
can now rewrite (54) as
M (q)
(
q˙+ − q˙−) = CT (q, α+)λ (55)
where λ ∈ Rm is a vector of impulsive constraint forces.
Note that the constraint matrix, C, which is defined in (38),
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depends on the contact parameter vector after the impact, i.e.
α+. This is because the contact parameter of the impacted link
is zero immediately before the impact (i.e. if link i impacts
an obstacle, then α−i = 0). In order to include this link in
the impact dynamics, we must calculate C based on the the
value of αi after the impact, i.e. α+i = α˜ (i), where α˜ (i) was
derived in (32). Also note that C (q, α−) ∈ R(m−1)×(n+2),
while C (q, α+) ∈ Rm×(n+2).
We will now calculate the impulsive constraint forces, λ,
and the post-impact velocity, q˙+, by following the approach
presented in [19]. The post-impact velocity and the impulsive
constraint forces are subjected to the same complementarity
conditions as given in (45). We therefore have
C (q, α+) q˙+ ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0, λTC (q, α+) q˙+ = 0 (56)
Solving (55) for q˙+ and premultiplying by C (q, α+) gives
Cq˙+ = Cq˙− + CM−1C
T
λ (57)
Denoting the normal direction velocities of each of the con-
tacted links (in the direction away from each obstacle) by the
vector vn ∈ Rm, we may combine (56) and (57) into the
following LCP describing the impact dynamics of the snake
robot:
v+n = v
−
n + CM
−1C
T
λ
v+n ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0, λT v+n = 0
(58)
The LCP in (58) is in the general form of the LCP given in (2)
with A = CM−1C
T
and a = v−n , and must be solved for the
unknowns v+n and λ. Subsequently, the post-impact velocity
is found by solving (55) for q˙+ and inserting the calculated
λ. The following result concerns the existence and uniqueness
properties of the LCP in (58):
Proposition 21: The LCP in (58) always possesses a unique
solution
(
v+n , λ
)
.
Proof: The proof is identical to the proof of Proposi-
tion 16.
This subsection is now summarized. The discrete impact
dynamics of the snake robot when link i impacts an obstacle
and the state immediately before the impact is (q−, q˙−, α−),
is given by
α+j =
{
α˜ (i) , j = i
α−j , j 6= i
q+ = q−
q˙+ = q˙− +M−1 (q)C
T
(q, α+)λ
(59)
where j ∈ {1, · · · , n}, α˜ (i) is given by (32), and λ is
calculated from the LCP in (58).
VI. HYBRID MODEL OF A SNAKE ROBOT WITH OBSTACLES
In this section, we employ the framework of hybrid dynam-
ical systems, described in Section II-A, in order to encapsulate
the continuous and the discrete dynamics of the snake robot
into a single hybrid model, or a hybrid plant. We will denote
the hybrid model as a plant to distinguish it from the hybrid
controller presented in Section VII. The jump set (Dp), jump
map (Gp), flow set (Cp), and flow map (Fp) of the plant are
presented in the first four subsections, respectively, followed
by a summary of the hybrid plant in the last subsection. We
define the state vector of the hybrid plant as
x = (q, q˙, α) ∈ R3n+4 (60)
A. Jump set
A jump in the state vector x of the plant occurs when a link
impacts an obstacle (jump in q˙ and α) or when a link detaches
from an obstacle (jump in α). By employing the notation from
Section V-B, the jump set corresponding to an impact between
link i and an obstacle may be expressed as
DImpactLi ={x|Li∩Oj 6= ∅, j∈{1,· · ·,k}, α˜(i)Ciq˙<0} (61)
where α˜ (i) is given by (32) and Ci denotes the ith row of
the matrix C (q) in (37). We use α˜ (i) instead of αi in (61)
because αi = 0 before the impact has taken place. The jump
set corresponding to link i detaching from an obstacle may be
expressed as
DDetachLi = {x|Li ∩Oj = ∅, j ∈ {1, · · · , k} , αi 6= 0} (62)
The jump sets comprising the impacts and the detachments of
all the links, respectively, are given by
DImpact =
⋃
i∈{1,···,n}
DImpactLi , D
Detach =
⋃
i∈{1,···,n}
DDetachLi (63)
The complete jump set of the hybrid plant may now be
compactly expressed as
Dp = DImpact ∪DDetach (64)
B. Jump map
The jump map corresponding to the impact between link
i and an obstacle is presented in (59). The jump map corre-
sponding to link i detaching from an obstacle involves simply
setting αi to zero. We may therefore express the complete
jump map of the plant as
x+ = Gp (x) = (q+, q˙+, α+) for all x ∈ Dp (65)
where
q+ = q−
α+i =

α˜ (i) when x ∈ DImpactLi
0 when x ∈ DDetachLi
α−i when x /∈
(
DImpactLi ∪DDetachLi
)
q˙+=
{
q˙−+M−1(q)C
T
(q, α+)λ when x∈DImpact
q˙− when x /∈DImpact
(66)
The value of α˜ (i) is given by (32) and λ is calculated from
the LCP in (58).
C. Flow set
We define the flow set of the plant so that the state vector
x always flows as long as the jump set is empty. The flow set
is therefore simply given as
Cp = {x|x /∈ Dp} (67)
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D. Flow map
The flow map of q is simply q˙ and the flow map of q˙ is given
by (52). The contact vector, α, remains unchanged between
jumps of x. The flow map of α is therefore the zero vector.
The complete flow map of the plant is given by
x˙ = Fp (x, u) = (q˙, q¨, 0n×1) for all x ∈ Cp (68)
where
q¨ = M−1
(
fu +
(
C
T − µoΛ
)
λ
)
(69)
and λ is calculated from the LCP in (53). A control input, u,
for the plant is proposed in Section VII.
E. Summary of the complete hybrid plant
In accordance with Section II-A, the complete model of the
plant is given as
x˙ = Fp (x, u) for all x ∈ Cp
x+ = Gp (x) for all x ∈ Dp (70)
The following result summarizes the existence and unique-
ness properties of the plant.
Proposition 22: Given a control input, u, the evolution of
the state x of the plant in (70) from any initial state can always
be uniquely determined when the obstacles are frictionless
(µo = 0). With obstacle friction, there exists a µ∗o > 0
such that existence and uniqueness of the evolution of x is
guaranteed for µo ∈ [0, µ∗o), but not guaranteed for µo ≥ µ∗o.
Proof: From (67), the flow and jump set are mutually
exclusive, so we can always uniquely determine whether x
should flow or jump. By Proposition 21, the jump map of x
is always unique. By Proposition 16, the flow map of x is
always unique with frictionless obstacles. By Proposition 18,
the flow map of x is always unique for some µo = µ∗o > 0.
This completes the proof.
VII. HYBRID CONTROL OF OBSTACLE-AIDED
LOCOMOTION
In this section, we propose a hybrid controller for obstacle-
aided locomotion. The purpose of the controller is to propel
the snake robot forward along the global x axis while detecting
and resolving situations where the robot is jammed between
obstacles.
A. Overview of the control strategy
A major challenge during obstacle-aided locomotion is to
prevent the snake robot from being jammed between the
obstacles. In a jammed situation, the propulsive components
(i.e. the force components in the desired direction of motion)
of the contact forces from the obstacles are too small to
overcome the friction forces on the robot, and hence the
forward motion stops. In this jammed situation, the obstacle
contact forces will also prevent a number of the snake robot
joints from moving to their reference angle.
The control strategy proposed in the following is a hy-
brid controller consisting of a leader-follower scheme and
a jam resolution scheme, and also a supervisory mechanism
for switching between these two schemes, denoted the jam
detection scheme. The leader-follower scheme is carried out
as long as the robot is able to move without being jammed
between the obstacles. If the jam detection scheme detects
Fig. 5. Control of the head of the snake robot.
a jam, the jam resolution scheme is carried out in order to
effectively ‘unlock’ the jammed joints.
The hybrid controller produces the torque input vector, u ∈
Rn−1, for the n − 1 joints of the robot. We assume that the
link angles, θ ∈ Rn, the link angle velocities, θ˙ ∈ Rn, and the
constraint forces, fc ∈ Rn, are measured.
We will first present the various schemes of the hybrid con-
troller without considering the hybrid nature of the controller.
In Section VII-F, the complete hybrid controller is summarized
and formulated in terms of the hybrid modelling framework
described in Section II-B.
B. The leader-follower scheme
The leader-follower scheme is motivated by the fact that
each part of a biological snake conducting lateral undulation
follows the path traced out by the head [2]. We therefore
choose the head joint angle (the foremost joint), φn−1, as
the reference angle for all subsequent joints. The preferred
direction of motion for the snake is defined to be along the
global positive x axis.
In order to achieve the sinusoidal motion characteristic
of lateral undulation, we alternate between moving the head
in the leftward and rightward direction with respect to the
global positive x axis. This may be achieved by choosing the
reference angle for the head link, θn,ref, equal to a suitable
positive constant θleft when the head should move leftward
and a negative constant θright when the head should move
rightward. The criterion for switching between these two
reference directions is defined to be the instant when the
distance,4y, between the position of the head along the global
y axis, yn, (perpendicular to the direction of locomotion)
and the y axis coordinate of the CM of the snake robot,
py , becomes greater than some predefined amplitude, 4ymax.
This criterion is illustrated in Fig. 5. The distance, 4y, is
easily calculated as a function of measured state values only.
In previous work by the authors [21], it is shown that 4y is
given by
4y = yn − py =
n−1∑
j=1
l
n
j (sin θj + sin θj+1) (71)
The reference angle of the head link is in other words set
according to the rule
Leftward motion: θn,ref =θleft until4y>4ymax
Rightward motion: θn,ref =θright until4y<−4ymax (72)
which means that θn,ref ∈ {θleft, θright}. To obtain this link
angle, the head joint angle, φn−1, is controlled according to
the reference
φn−1,ref = θn−1 − θn,ref (73)
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Note that φn−1,ref will experience a jump each time θn,ref
switches. However, the actuator torque applied at joint n− 1
will still be bounded since the derivative of φn−1,ref with
respect to time is not included in the joint controller presented
below in Section VII-E.
In order to generate a leader-follower based control ref-
erence to the remaining links, the head joint angle, φn−1,
is propagated backwards along the snake body at a constant
predefined propagation velocity, vref, and used as the reference
angle for all subsequent joints. For a given choice of vref,
the time offset, 4t, between two consecutive joints with
intermediate distance 2l is found as 4t = 2lvref .
To summarize, the reference angles for all the joints of the
snake robot in this leader-follower scheme are
φn−1,ref (t) = θn−1 (t)− θn,ref
φi,ref(t) = φn−1(t−(n−i−1)4t) ∀ i=1..n−2 (74)
The design parameters θleft, θright, 4ymax, and vref were
introduced in order to calculate these reference angles. Note
that the implementation of (74) requires a buffer which keeps
track of the history of the head joint angle, φn−1 (t).
C. The jam detection scheme
A single joint of the snake robot is defined to be jammed if
the deviation between the joint angle and its reference angle
exceeds a certain limit, 4φmax. It is reasonable to assume
that a jam of a single joint will resolve by itself. However, two
jammed joints could be caused by a situation where the contact
forces cause the jammed joints to act ‘against’ each other. This
situation may not always resolve by itself. The entire snake
robot is therefore defined to be jammed if two or more joints
are jammed. If the robot is jammed over a continuous period
longer than tjam,max, the leader-follower scheme is stopped
in order to carry out the jam resolution scheme. We let the
robot execute jam resolution for a predefined amount of time,
tresolution,max, since it is difficult to come up with a specific
criterion for when a jam has been resolved. Subsequently, the
leader-follower scheme continues.
In summary, the design parameters 4φmax, tjam,max, and
tresolution,max determine the switching between the leader-
follower scheme and the jam resolution scheme.
D. The jam resolution scheme
The idea behind the jam resolution scheme is to rotate
the links affected by contact forces so that the propulsive
component of each contact force increases. By propulsive
component, we mean the force component in the desired
direction of motion. In a jammed situation, the propulsive
components of the contact forces from the obstacles are too
small to overcome the friction forces on the robot. Rotating
the contacted links (and thereby the direction of the contact
forces) to increase the total propulsive contact force should
therefore resolve the jammed situation.
The measured constraint force on link i is a scalar measure-
ment denoted by
∧
f c,i ∈ R, which represents the magnitude
of the constraint force vector, fc,i ∈ R2. The propulsive
component, fˆprop,i ∈ R, of the constraint force on link i is
illustrated in Fig. 6 and is defined as the force component in
the desired direction of motion (the global positive x axis).
The propulsive force is given by
fˆprop,i = −
∧
f c,i sin θi (75)
Fig. 6. The propulsive component, fprop,i, of the constraint force on link i.
The change of the propulsive force due to a change of the link
angle is found by differentiating (75) with respect to θi:
∂fˆprop,i
∂θi
= −
∧
f c,i cos θi (76)
We see that a change of a constraint force near perpendicular
to the direction of motion has greater effect on the propulsive
force than a similar change of a constraint force near parallel
to the direction of motion. During jam resolution, we should
therefore prioritize to rotate links with a high propulsive force
gradient with respect to the link angle. This suggests the
following expression for the desired change of the link angle
during jam resolution:
4θi,ref = kθ ∂fˆprop,i
∂θi
= −kθ
∧
f c,i cos θi (77)
where kθ is the gain of the jam resolution controller. We
choose to only change the angle of link i while leaving the
angle of link i − 1 and i + 1 unchanged. This means that
4θi−1,ref = 4θi+1,ref = 0. From the relation φi = θi− θi+1,
we may now write the desired change of the joint angles as
4φi−1,ref = 4θi−1,ref −4θi,ref = kθ
∧
f c,i cos θi
4φi,ref = 4θi,ref −4θi+1,ref = −kθ
∧
f c,i cos θi
(78)
We now explain two important controller design choices.
First of all, during jam resolution, we leave the head joint
angle, φn−1, unchanged to maintain a smooth head angle.
We thereby avoid that any jam resolution motion of the
head link propagates backwards to all other links once the
leader-follower scheme resumes. This would create unde-
sirable shapes of the snake robot. Secondly, we use the
constraint forces that were measured at the instant the jam
resolution scheme was initiated as feedback so that the force
measurements used in the feedback loop are constant during
jam resolution. This ensures a steady rotation of the contacted
links in accordance with the contact forces that produced the
jam. If the force measurements had been updated during jam
resolution, then jam resolution would very quickly be aborted
for most of the contacted links because the link rotation
generally causes the links to detach from the obstacles. We
denote the measured constraint forces on all links at the instant
the jam resolution scheme was initiated by fjam ∈ Rn.
From the above discussion, the reference angles for all the
joints of the snake robot in the jam resolution state may now
be summarized as
φn−1,ref = φn−1
φi,ref = φi + kθ (−fjam,i cos θi + fjam,i+1 cos θi+1) (79)
where i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 2} and kθ is a design parameter.
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Fig. 7. The block diagram of the closed-loop system (hybrid plant and hybrid
controller).
E. Low-level joint angle controller
A standard PD-controller is used to calculate the joint
actuator torques, u ∈ Rn−1, from the joint reference angles,
φref ∈ Rn−1. We limit the reference angles to the range
[−φmax, φmax] corresponding to the maximum deflection of
the joints. The saturated reference angle of joint i is given by
φi,ref = max (min (φi,ref , φmax) ,−φmax) (80)
We thereby define the PD-controller of joint i as
ui = kP
(
φi,ref− φi
)− kDφ˙i (81)
where kP and kD are the gains of the PD-controller. A velocity
reference is not included in (81) since the transitions between
the two schemes of the proposed control strategy produce
steps in the reference angles, which would lead to large and
undesirable velocity references.
F. The complete hybrid controller
We now provide a formal and precise specification of the
complete hybrid controller of the snake robot in terms of
the modelling framework of hybrid controllers described in
Section II-B. We begin by defining the state vector of the
hybrid controller as
η = (θn,ref , fjam, jam, τ, z) (82)
where θn,ref ∈ {θleft, θright} is the current reference angle of the
head link, fjam ∈ Rn denotes the measured constraint forces
on all links at the instant the jam resolution scheme is initiated,
jam ∈ {0, 1} is a boolean variable indicating if the robot is
currently jammed (jam = 1 indicates a jam), τ ∈ R≥0 is a
timer variable, and finally z ∈ {0, 1} is a switching variable
that decides if the robot should execute the leader-follower
scheme (z = 0) or the jam resolution scheme (z = 1). The
block diagram of the closed-loop system is illustrated in Fig.
7. The state vector η is maintained inside the jam detection
block.
The following subsections define the jump set (Dc), jump
map (Gc), flow set (Cc), and flow map (Fc) of the hybrid
controller, where subscript c is used to distinguish these sets
from the corresponding sets of the hybrid plant in Section VI.
1) Jump set: A jump in the state vector η of the controller
occurs either when the direction of the head link should
change, when the jam state changes, or when the jam reso-
lution scheme is initiated or stopped (controlled by switching
the value of z).
In direct accordance with Section VII-B, the direction of
the head link should change when the state of the plant and
the controller, (x, η), belongs to the jump set
Ddir={(x, η)|z=0, θn,ref =θleft,4y > 4ymax} ∪
{(x, η)|z=0, θn,ref =θright,4y<−4ymax} (83)
In order to determine the jam state, we define the following
index set corresponding to pairs of jammed joints:
Ijam = {(i, j) |i 6= j, |φi − φi,ref | > 4φmax,
|φj − φj,ref | > 4φmax} (84)
We consider pairs of jammed joints since the robot is defined
to be jammed when two or more joints are jammed, i.e. when
Ijam 6= ∅. In accordance with Section VII-C, the jump set of
the jam state is given by
Djam = {(x, η) |z = 0, jam = 0, Ijam 6= ∅} ∪
{(x, η) |z = 0, jam = 1, Ijam = ∅} (85)
In accordance with Section VII-C, the switching variable z
should change when (x, η) belongs to the jump set
Dres = {(x, η) |z = 0, jam = 1, τ > tjam,max} ∪
{(x, η) |z = 1, τ > tresolution,max} (86)
The complete jump set of the hybrid controller may now be
compactly expressed as
Dc = Ddir ∪Djam ∪Dres (87)
2) Jump map: From the description in Section VII-B,
Section VII-C, and Section VII-D, we can directly state the
jump map of the hybrid controller as
η+ = Gc (x, η) =
(
θ+n,ref , f
+
jam, jam
+, τ+, z+
)
(88)
where
θ+n,ref =

θleft when (x, η)∈Ddir,4y<−4ymax
θright when (x, η)∈Ddir,4y > 4ymax
θ−n,ref otherwise
f+jam = fc
jam+ =

1 when (x, η) ∈ Djam, jam = 0
0 when (x, η) ∈ Djam, jam = 1
or (x, η) ∈ Dres
jam− otherwise
τ+ =
{
0 when (x, η) ∈ Djam ∪Dres
τ− otherwise
z+ =
{
1 when (x, η) ∈ Dres, z = 0
0 otherwise
(89)
3) Flow set: We define the flow set of the hybrid controller
so that the state vector η always flows as long as the jump set
is empty. The flow set is therefore simply given as
Cc = {(x, η) | (x, η) /∈ Dc} (90)
4) Flow map: The only variable in the state vector η that
should change between jumps is the timer variable, τ . Since
the time derivative of τ is 1, the flow map is given by
η˙ = Fc (x, η) =
(
θ˙n,ref , f˙jam,
·
jam, τ˙ , z˙
)
= (0, 0n×1, 0, 1, 0)
(91)
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5) Calculation of the control input for the plant: The joint
torques, u, of the snake robot are calculated as
u =
{
κnojam (x, η) when z = 0
κjam (x, η) when z = 1
(92)
where κnojam : Cc → Rn−1 is given by (74) and (81), and
κjam : Cc → Rn−1 is given by (79) and (81).
G. Summary of the closed-loop system
The closed-loop system is a hybrid system with state (x, η)
and data (C,F,D,G), where x is the state of the hybrid plant
and η is the state of the hybrid controller. The closed-loop
system flows as long as neither x nor η should jump. In other
words, (x, η) flows as long as both x ∈ Cp and (x, η) ∈ Cc,
and jumps when x ∈ Dp or when (x, η) ∈ Dc. The data of
the closed-loop system is therefore given by
C = {(x, η) |x ∈ Cp, (x, η) ∈ Cc} (93)
F (x, η) =
[
x˙
η˙
]
=
[
Fp (x, κ (x, η))
Fc (x, η)
]
, (x, η) ∈ C (94)
D = {(x, η) |x ∈ Dp ∨ (x, η) ∈ Dc} (95)
G (x, η) =
[
x+
η+
]
, (x, η) ∈ D (96)
where
x+ =
{
Gp (x) when x ∈ Dp
x− otherwise (97)
η+ =
{
Gc (x, η) when (x, η) ∈ Dc
η− otherwise (98)
By design, the evolution of η can always be uniquely deter-
mined. The control input, u, to the plant is therefore always
well-defined. We can therefore conclude that Proposition 22
also applies to the closed-loop system.
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section investigates the hybrid model and controller
summarized in Section VII-G through simulations. The simu-
lator was implemented in Matlab R2008b on a laptop running
Windows XP. The continuous dynamics of the model was
calculated with the ode45 solver in Matlab with a relative and
absolute error tolerance of 10−3.
A. Comparison of the model with previous experimental re-
sults and simulation results
In order to investigate the validity of the hybrid model
proposed in this paper, we have compared simulation results
from the hybrid model (70) with experimental and simulation
results presented in [1]. The work in [1], which was described
in the introduction of this paper, presents experimental results
of obstacle-aided locomotion and also simulation results from
a model developed based on the framework of nonsmooth
dynamics. The joints of both the physical and the simulated
snake robot in [1] were controlled according to the serpenoid
curve motion introduced by Hirose [3]:
φi,ref = α sin (ωt+ (i− 1) δ) (99)
with i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 1}, α = 40◦, ω = 80◦/s, and δ = 50◦.
Furthermore, the parameters characterizing the snake robot
in [1] were n = 11, l = 0.061 m, m = 0.682 kg, and
J = 0.0013 kgm2. Obstacles of diameter 25 cm were placed
in accordance with the expected motion of the robot (see [1]
for details). We implemented the model (70) in accordance
with the above presented parameters and employed the PD
controller in (81) to control the joints of the robot according
to (99) with kP = 20 and kD = 5.
The experimental and simulation results from [1] are given
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The corresponding simulation results
from the model presented in this paper is given in Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11. We see that there is a close resemblance between the
results from [1] and the simulation results from the model (70).
The y direction amplitude in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 are slightly
different because the model in [1] also includes the width of
each link, while the model in this paper assumes the width
to be infinitesimal. In summary, the simulation result supports
the conjecture that, despite its simplifying assumptions, the
model proposed in this paper captures the essential part of the
dynamics of a snake robot interacting with obstacles.
B. Simulation of the hybrid controller
1) Simulation parameters: The parameters characterizing
the simulated snake robot were n = 10, l = 0.07 m, m = 1 kg,
and J = 0.0016 kgm2. These parameters characterize a phys-
ical snake robot recently developed by the authors.
The various controller parameters were set to θleft= 50◦,
θright= -50◦, 4ymax= 0.14 m, vref = 0.2 m/s, 4φmax = 20◦,
tjam,max= 0.5 s, tresolution,max = 0.5 s, kθ = 0.05, φmax = 50◦,
kP = 20, and kD = 5. These parameters were found based on
both physical insight and through trial and error.
The ground friction coefficient was set to µ = 0.3 and the
obstacle friction coefficient was set to µo = 0.2. Two different
obstacle environments were considered, denoted the structured
and unstructured obstacle environment, respectively. In the
structured environment, the obstacles were chosen to be three
rows (parallel to the x axis) of circular objects with equal
radius ROj = 10 cm, j ∈ {1, · · · , k}. The center distance
between two obstacles in a row and the distance between two
rows were 25 cm. The middle row was displaced with respect
to the other two rows by 12.5 cm along the x axis. In the
unstructured environment, obstacles of varying radius were
placed in a random fashion around the snake robot.
The initial link angles and position of the snake robot were
set to θ0 = [7,−32,−57,−46,−8, 33, 53, 45, 12,−23]T [deg]
and p0 = [0, 0]
T , respectively. The initial shape was more or
less randomly chosen in order to give the snake an initial curl
around the obstacles without intersecting them.
In order to ensure a unique solution to the LCP in (53), we
verified at each timestep of a simulation that the matrix A of
the LCP in (53) was a P -matrix by employing the P -matrix
test algorithm presented in [24].
2) Attempting a serpenoid curve in a structured obstacle
environment: We begin by illustrating the need for feedback
of obstacle contact forces by repeating the open-loop serpenoid
curve motion presented in Section VIII-A when the obstacles
are not placed in accordance with the expected evolution of
the shape and position of the snake robot. We chose the gait
pattern parameters in (99) as α = 40◦, ω = 40◦/s, and
δ = 40◦. The initial (t = 0 s) and final (t = 20 s) shape and
position of the snake robot are shown at the top of Fig. 12, and
the trace of the head is indicated with a dotted line. We see that
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Fig. 8. A reprint of Fig. 15 from [1], which shows experimental results (top)
and simulation results (bottom) of serpenoid curve motion in an environment
with obstacles.
Fig. 9. A reprint of Fig. 14 from [1], which shows the simulated (dashed line)
and experimentally measured (solid line) position of link 6 during serpenoid
curve motion in an environment with obstacles.
the robot was only able to crawl about 0.5 m in 20 s. Since
there was no adaptation of the motion to the environment,
the obstacles prevented the snake robot from assuming the
serpenoid curve. This simulation illustrates that a snake robot
is generally unable to locomote in a cluttered environment
when the joint motion is preprogrammed.
3) Hybrid controller in a structured and unstructured obsta-
cle environment: The next simulation shows the effectiveness
of the hybrid controller proposed in this paper when the snake
robot moves for 30 s in a structured and unstructured obstacle
environment, respectively. The initial (t = 0 s) and final
(t = 30 s) shape and position of the snake robot in these
two environments are shown in the middle and at the bottom
of Fig. 12, respectively, while a plot of the x direction velocity
of the snake, p˙x, is shown in Fig. 13. Vertical dashed lines in
Fig. 10. Simulation of serpenoid curve motion in an environment with
obstacles based on the hybrid model presented in this paper. The simulated
scenario is similar to the scenario shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 11. The simulated position of link 6 during serpenoid curve motion in
an environment with obstacles based on the hybrid model presented in this
paper.
Fig. 13 indicate time instants where the jam resolution scheme
is initiated. After 30 s, the snake robot has managed to crawl
about 2.5 m along the global x axis in both environments.
Fig. 13 shows that the velocity in both environments varies
around 10 cm/s. The jam resolution scheme was initiated six
and eight times, respectively, in the structured and unstructured
environment, and all the jams were successfully resolved by
the proposed algorithm.
In order to give an idea of the forces involved in obstacle-
aided locomotion, we provide a plot of the measured constraint
forces on the center link (link 5) of the snake robot,
∧
f c,5, at
the top of Fig. 14. The torque input applied to joint 5, u5,
is plotted at the bottom of this figure. We see that constraint
forces above 200 N occur during the motion, and that the
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Fig. 12. The initial and final shape and position, and the trace of the head of
the snake robot. Top: Serpenoid curve (jam resolution disabled). Middle: Jam
resolution in the structured obstacle environment. Bottom: Jam resolution in
the unstructured obstacle environment.
Fig. 13. The global x direction velocity of the snake robot in the structured
(top) and unstructured (bottom) obstacle environment. Vertical dashed lines
indicate when the jam resolution scheme is initiated.
applied joint torque is sometimes as high as 10 Nm.
To clearly illustrate the effect of the jam resolution scheme,
a plot of the snake robot before (dashed) and after (solid)
a jam resolution is shown in Fig. 15. The figure shows the
jam occurring in the structured obstacle environment at time
t = 17.05 s and ending at time t = 17.55 s, which is caused by
contact forces acting on links 4 and 8. The jam is resolved by
rotating link 4 clockwise and link 8 counterclockwise, thereby
increasing the propulsive components of the two constraint
forces enough to overcome the friction forces from the ground
and the obstacles.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a hybrid model of the dynamics
of a planar snake robot interacting with obstacles in its
environment where obstacle contact forces are calculated by
formulating and solving a linear complementarity problem
(LCP). A hybrid controller was proposed for enabling the
Fig. 14. The obstacle constraint forces on link 5 (top) and the torques applied
to joint 5 (bottom) in the structured obstacle environment.
Fig. 15. The shape of the snake robot before (dashed) and after (solid) and
instance of the jam resolution scheme.
snake robot to propel itself forward by using obstacles along
its path as push-points (denoted obstacle-aided locomotion)
while preventing the obstacles from jamming the motion.
The existence and uniqueness properties of the state evolu-
tion of the hybrid plant (the snake robot) were considered. In
particular, it was shown that the evolution of the state x of the
plant from any initial state can always be uniquely determined
when the obstacles are frictionless (µo = 0). With obstacle
friction, we showed that there exists a µ∗o > 0 such that
existence and uniqueness of the evolution of x is guaranteed
for µo ∈ [0, µ∗o), but not guaranteed for µo ≥ µ∗o.
The hybrid controller was designed so that the evolution
of its state η can always be uniquely determined. We could
therefore conclude that the existence and uniqueness properties
of the plant also applies to the closed-loop system.
The simulation results validated the hybrid modelling ap-
proach and illustrated how the proposed jam detection and
resolution scheme can help to maintain the propulsion of a
snake robot in a cluttered environment.
In future work, the authors will validate the presented simu-
lation results through experiments with a physical snake robot
and also investigate the stability properties of the proposed
hybrid controller.
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